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Abstract
Understanding the structural adaptation and signaling of adhesion sites in response to mechanical
stimuli requires in situ characterization of the dynamic activation of a large number of adhesion
components. Here, we review high resolution live cell imaging approaches to measure forces,
assembly and interaction of adhesion components, and the activation of adhesion-mediated signals.
We conclude by outlining computational multiplexing as a framework for the integration of these
data into comprehensive models of adhesion signaling pathways.
Introduction
Adhesion of cells to extracellular matrix (ECM) and neighboring cells plays an essential role
in the development and function of multicellular organisms. In addition to providing
mechanical support, adhesions operate as dynamic signaling hubs which transmit information
in and out of cells. On one hand environmental signals, including mechanical stresses, are
transmitted from ECM to the intracellular domain via adhesion receptors, where they contribute
to the regulation of cellular responses such as proliferation, differentiation, migration, or death.
On the other hand activation and affinity of adhesion receptors for binding extracellular ligands,
and thus for adhering to ECM, is regulated by intracellular signaling mechanisms. This
transduction of outside-in and inside-out signals is modulated via dynamic feedback
interactions among adhesion receptors, cytoskeletal elements, and a wide variety of adaptor
proteins. A recent study has identified as many as 156 component molecules that cooperate
through manifold interactions to mediate the link between cell and ECM [1].
Attaining a systems-level understanding of adhesion signaling pathways requires accurate in
situ characterization of adhesion components in the context of ever-changing cell functions.
Importantly, to resolve feedback interactions among these components, time-resolved
measurements of their activation and deactivation are required. Such data allows the inference
of input – output relationships between components and the identification of loops therein.
Classical biochemical detection methods average cell behavior across large populations and
are limited to the acquisition of snapshots of the signaling state at fixed time points. Thus, they
largely fail to report on the transient dynamics of molecular interactions and activities, which
varies between cells and between adhesions within a single cell. At best these methods allow
the detection of adhesion signals in response to acute and global stimulations [2] that are strong
enough to homogenize the signaling state within cells and across a cell populations. However,
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it remains difficult to identify the dynamics of feedback interactions based on such data and
there is the concern that such stimulation activates pathways outside their normal range of
operation.
As an alternative, high-resolution live cell imaging allows the study of spatially and temporally
heterogeneous adhesion signals at the sub-cellular scale. Furthermore, live cell microscopy is
often sensitive enough to capture the dynamics of constitutive adhesion signaling and structural
adaptation at a steady state. In situ measurements of the timing among molecular activities can
be further processed mathematically to determine the cause-and-effect cascades and the
kinetics of signal transduction. Here we review emerging visualization and image analysis
techniques that will advance a quantitative understanding adhesion dynamics.
Visualizing force response in adhesions
Focal adhesions are the primary locations at which cells sense the mechanical properties of the
environment. Therefore, measuring cellular traction forces on substrates is an essential step in
deciphering the mechanism of signal transduction in adhesions. Traction force microscopy is
a standard procedure for the reconstruction of cellular traction forces. Cellular forces exerted
on the ECM are measured via the displacement of marker micro-beads embedded in an elastic
substrate. Displacement maps are then computationally converted into force maps with the
assumption that the substrate deforms elastically under the force impact [3,4]. Using traction
force microscopy of migrating fibroblasts expressing green fluorescence protein (GFP)-zyxin
Beningo et al. showed that nascent focal adhesions near the leading edge transmit strong
propulsive forces, whereas the large mature focal adhesions behind the leading edge mainly
serve as passive anchor points for maintaining a spread cell morphology [5]. One limitation of
these early applications of traction force microscopy is the spatial resolution of a few µm. Thus,
it has been difficult to differentiate in more detail the force responses of different adhesion
types in different cellular locations, and to monitor how the spatially heterogeneous responses
alter as the cell migrates. Some of these problems have been alleviated by culturing cells on
arrays of micro-fabricated elastic pillars that deform under traction forces [6]. It was shown
that each pillar acts as a localized force sensor, allowing the read out of an independent force
response for each adhesion. Also, Sabass et. al. recently optimized substrate-based traction
force measurements by seeding fluorescent nano-beads in the substrate at the density of the
light-optical diffraction limit [7]. In combination with improved computational algorithms
traction force maps were obtained with a resolution of ~1 µm, sufficient to analyze force
transduction at individual adhesion sites. Another limitation inherent to the measurement of
substrate-coupled forces is that only extracellular force components are detected.
Complementary approaches are emerging deriving the intracellular force levels from the
transient deformation of cytoskeletal structures [8]. A combination of these methods with high-
resolution traction force microscopy will open the possibility to define the hierarchy of force
transduction at individual adhesion sites in different states.
Visualizing and measuring structural interactions within adhesions
Transmission of forces between the cytoskeleton and ECM is mediated by a chain of
dynamically interacting adhesion molecules linking integrin receptors to the actin filament (F-
actin) system. Identification of the molecular basis of the ECM-integrin-actin linkage requires
direct measurement of the dynamics of these molecules in living cells. This has been achieved
recently by two very similar live cell imaging approaches:
Correlational fluorescence speckle microscopy
Fluorescence speckle microscopy (FSM) relies on the stochastic variation in the spatial density
of fluorophores that are incorporated at very low abundance into a macromolecular assembly,
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such as an array of actin filaments [9]. In a high resolution image of the assembly, regions with
a higher fluorophore density than the immediate surroundings generate a local intensity
maximum above a dim background, referred to as a speckle. Speckle movements indicate the
translocation and deformation of the labeled assembly, while fluctuations in the speckle
intensity indicate the exchange of molecular subunits within the assembly. The correlated
movements of speckles in two molecular assemblies labeled with spectrally distinct
fluorophores can indicate the interaction between the assemblies, as demonstrated for
components of focal adhesions and F-actin [10].. Multi-spectral correlational FSM was
combined with total internal reflection microscopy (TIRFM) to visualize and quantify the
dynamic interaction of focal adhesion proteins with the actin cytoskeleton specifically at the
ventral cell-ECM contacts. Speckles were generated by expressing in epithelial cells very low
amounts of GFP-conjugates to three classes of adhesion proteins: fibronectin-binding integrins
(GFP-αv integrin coexpressed with untagged β3 integrin); proteins binding F-actin directly
(α-actinin, vinculin, and talin); and adhesion core proteins (paxilin, zyxin, and focal adhesion
kinase (FAK)) that bind neither F-actin nor ECM directly. The movement of adhesion speckles
was correlated with the movement of F-actin speckles generated by injecting low amounts of
X-rhodamine-labeled actin monomers into the same cells. The data revealed a decreasing
motion correlation from actin-binding proteins to core proteins and further to integrins,
indicating the hierarchical transmission of F-actin flow through focal adhesions. The study
suggested that interactions between vinculin, talin, and F-actin constitute a slippage interface
between the cytoskeleton and integrins, referred to as a molecular friction clutch. It was shown
that variations in the level of friction are directly coupled to local variations in the protrusion
efficiency of epithelial cells. Thus, it was concluded that the variable state of structural
interactions among adhesion proteins defines the morphological transitions required for
directed cell migration [10].
Spatio-temporal image correlation spectroscopy
Similar to correlational FSM, spatio-temporal image correlation spectroscopy (STICS) [11], a
derivative of fluorescence correlation microscopy (FCS) [12] detects directed movements of
fluorescently tagged proteins by calculating the spatial correlation of the image signal as a
function of time lag between image pairs. Persistent directed motion of molecules will result
in a correlation peak that begins at zero time lag and moves in the direction opposite to the
molecular flow. Thus, high-resolution velocity maps of adhesion components have been
obtained and compared to flow maps of actin [13]. These measurements were used to examine
the efficiency of the linkage between integrin and F-actin among different cell types and the
dependence on ligand density. The study suggested that the efficiency increases as F-actin and
adhesions become more organized showing the importance of signaling activities that control
the structural dynamics within individual adhesion sites.
Visualizing signaling activities using biosensors
Activation of integrins leads to the activation of intracellular signals including the Rho family
of small GTPases, protein tyrosine and serine/threonine kinases, lipid kinases and membrane
transporters [1,14]. In turn, integrin–ligand binding is regulated by intracellular signals [15].
To study the dynamics of these processes in living cells, fluorescent reporters called biosensors
have been designed to monitor the activation state of signaling molecules in real-time. The
design of current biosensors can be coarsely classified in three groups [16,17]: 1) Fluorescence-
resonance-energy-transfer (FRET)-based biosensors measure inter- and intra molecular
distance changes that occur with conformational changes during activation/deactivation, or
with the binding of a fluorescent reporter to a specific signaling molecule in either the activated
or deactivated state. 2) Environment-sensitive fluorophores change their fluorescence
properties when the signaling molecule or substrate undergoes a conformational change, or
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during the binding of the signaling molecule to an upstream activator or downstream effector.
3) Biosensors that report changes in the localization or expression level of a signaling molecule
via redistribution of the fluorescent probe. Table 1 lists a representative selection of biosensors
for detecting adhesion-related protein activities.
The many valuable biosensors now available for adhesion research are based largely on a few
design themes. To design and interpret experiments, it is important be aware of the caveats,
appropriate applications and controls for these designs. Most commonly a biosensor is based
on an interaction between the molecule being studied and some ‘affinity reagent’, a protein
fragment that binds only to the active form of the targeted molecule. In some simple and
therefore robust designs, an affinity reagent fused to GFP simply translocates to regions where
activated protein has built up [18–23]. This straightforward visualization of activity minimizes
artifacts due to image analysis, but it can be difficult to produce quantitative readouts using
simple translocation. Furthermore, translocation biosensors often do not reveal subtle gradients
of activity. Because accumulation of the biosensor must be visualized over a background of
the same fluorescence “color”, such biosensors work best when the activated target
concentrates in a clearly demarcated subcellular region, producing stark contrast between the
localized and unlocalized states.
There are very real practical concerns that limit the utility of any biosensor, including the
expression level needed to produce useful signal/noise. Higher biosensor concentrations lead
to brighter signal, but overexpression can mask activation signals if the biosensor saturates
binding sites producing localization, or saturates upstream pathways that produce activation.
Biosensors can act as dominant negative inhibitors, binding their targets and preventing
interactions with downstream effectors; this is alright provided the biosensor is used at a
suitable concentration (i.e. measured as brightness / unit area) where physiological effects are
not seen and where the biosensor shows normal localization. Biosensors that compete with
upstream, activating targets are more problematic as they mask the very activation they are
meant to report.
Biosensors where activation produces changes in fluorescence excitation or emission (i.e. using
FRET, solvent sensitive dyes, or lifetime imaging) can reveal subtle gradients in activation and
can be more readily quantified [24,25]. Clearly, among these, genetically encoded designs have
a clear advantage in convenience of use, and access to cells, tissues and animals. Designs
requiring microinjection (i.e. dye-labeled proteins [26,27]) are used when warranted for
enhanced sensitivity, multiplex imaging etc. The great majority of genetically encoded
biosensors are based on FRET, though other techniques such as BiFC are finding a niche. When
comparing advantages and caveats, genetically encoded FRET biosensors can be grouped into
three broad categories: intramolecular FRET between a linked target and affinity reagent,
intermolecular FRET when the target and affinity reagent are not linked, and biosensors that
report modifications of a substrate peptide. In intramolecular FRET biosensors, a single chain
incorporates the target protein, the affinity reagent, and two fluorescent proteins that undergo
FRET. When activation occurs, the affinity reagent interacts with the target protein, changing
the orientation and/or distance between the fluorescent proteins to affect FRET. With all
components linked in one chain, image analysis is greatly simplified because it is not possible
for the fluorescent proteins to have different subcellular distributions [28]. However, design
of such biosensors can be more difficult, as linking multiple components can affect biological
activity [29]. For intermolecular biosensors, the affinity reagent, bearing one of the fluorescent
proteins, is expressed separately from the target protein, which is fused to the other fluorescent
protein. In recent years this design has been used less frequently because it requires careful
bleedthrough corrections to avoid artefacts, and because the response of the biosensor may be
influenced by differences in the local concentrations of the two species. However, it has also
recently become apparent that such intermolecular designs can provide greatly superior
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sensitivity, as there is greater fluorescence change between the active and inactive state.
Furthermore, this design is less prone to artefacts in which normal activities of the target protein
are reduced. Importantly, either design works well when one is simply monitoring the kinetics
of activation on a single cell basis, or in suspended cell populations, without attempting to map
spatial variations. Other designs are based on substrate peptides modified so that
phosphorylation affects intramolecular FRET [30,31]. Here, the advantages of intramolecular
FRET imaging apply, but specificity can be an issue, as the substrate can be affected by more
than one protein. When comparing biosensors, it is valuable to focus on in vitro studies showing
fluorescence spectra. Carefully note methods of background subtraction or normalization. The
many different methods used to quantify extent of change in vivo can readily lead to false
conclusions. Using different methods in the published literature, the same biosensor can be
shown producing a cell signal that varies 40%, or >100 fold.
Mechanical stimulation of signaling activities in adhesions
Adhesion sites respond to mechanical stimuli both by structural adaptation and by activation
of signaling cascades. A large body of literature, reviewed comprehensively elsewhere [32,
33], reports responses of adhesions to global changes in tension induced by e.g. altering
substratum stiffness, exposing cells to shear flow, or inhibition and activation of intracellular
contraction. More recently, by combining the power of high-resolution live cell microscopy
and micro-manipulation techniques it has become possible to measure the dynamics of
structural adaptation and signal activation in response to very locally applied loads. Src is
known to regulate the integrin-cytoskeleton interaction. Measurement of FRET signals
reporting on activation of Src in response to stimulation by laser-tweezer traction on
fibronectin-coated beads adhering to human endothelial cells shows a rapid distal Src activation
and a slower Src activation wave that propagates directionally along the cell membrane [34].
The long range waves were destroyed by disruption of actin filaments with cytochalasin D or
perturbation of microtubules with nocodazole indicating the critical role of the cytoskeleton in
transmission of mechanically induced signals to specific destinations. Another study used
optical tweezers to apply local forces to fibroblasts, inducing focal complex formation, as
observed by monitoring GFP-vinculin localization. This work was seminal in demonstrating
the reinforcement of cell-ECM adhesions in response to force increase [35]. The results
obtained from a FRET based assay of Rac1 activation in fibroblast cells incubated with
fibronectin-coated beads for local mechanical stimulation showed that interaction of activated
Rac1 with cytoplasmic effectors is enhanced in specific regions near cell edges and is induced
locally by integrin stimulation [36].
Multiplexed imaging of signaling and structural component activities
For a complete understanding of the functions of adhesion signaling, the dynamic activities of
all relevant adhesion components should be related to structural responses at adhesion sites
and to morphological responses at the cellular level. To date quantification of the activation
dynamics of multiple signaling molecules and/or the assembly dynamics of multiple structural
components in the same cell has been hindered by the spectral overlap of fluorescent proteins,
allowing simultaneous observation of at most 4 – 6 colors, but often only 2 – 3 colors. Whereas
this has provided the possibility to monitor structural interactions among several adhesion
proteins [10,13,37–46], the imaging of multiple biosensors is not yet as well established. Many
of the existing biosensors use fluorophores with similar wavelengths and thus cannot be
combined. More fundamentally, most biosensors rely on interactions between two
fluorophores, or spectral shifts of a single fluorophore. This uses a relatively broad portion of
the wavelength spectrum and limits detection to one or two biosensors at a time. Even if these
limits are pushed in the future, it seems unlikely that more than a few of the ~150 relevant
adhesion components can be imaged simultaneously. Therefore, we conclude this review by
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outlining a new approach that will enable the integrated analysis of many adhesion components
using “computational multiplexing” to correlate the activities of individual components
measured independently in separate experiments.
Computational multiplexing relies on the repeated sequential observation of pairs of activities.
Each experiment defines whether the two observed activities are related, i.e. the associated
components are directly or indirectly connected in a pathway. The hierarchy of multiple
components within a pathway is then inferred by compiling the pairwise relationships that
account for the strengths of the measured connections between components. Using high-
resolution live cell imaging, the strength of a connection and the upstream-downstream
relationship between two components can be estimated from constitutive pathway fluctuations
at steady state ([47] and unpublished data). Constitutive pathway fluctuations are stimulated,
for example, by random binding of a ligand to a surface receptor, or a local increase in the
concentration of a signaling molecule. Fluctuations propagate through the pathway, resulting
in correlated fluctuations of connected components, while fluctuations in unconnected
components are uncorrelated.
Figure 1 illustrates, for a hypothetical pathway with three nodes (A, B, C), how the pairwise
correlation between constitutive fluctuations in different component activities can be exploited
to resolve the hierarchy of nodes within the pathway. In experiment 1, time courses of the
component activity in node A and in node B are measured. The cross-correlation of the two
time courses displays a significant positive peak with a positive time lag, suggesting that node
A is an upstream activator of node B. If the two nodes were not connected, their component
activities would exhibit insignificant correlation at any time lag (see cross-correlation functions
in gray). In experiment 2, time courses of the component activity in node A and in node C are
measured. The cross-correlation of the two time courses displays a weaker, yet still significant
negative peak with a positive time lag, suggesting that node A is also upstream of node C
(because of the positive time lag), but that A and C are in an inhibitory relationship (because
of the negative peak). Furthermore, since the magnitude of the correlation between A and C is
lower than that between A and B, and because the time lag between A and C is larger than that
between A and B, the two experiments together provide evidence for a cascade in which A
activates B, which inhibits C. Further confirmation for this prediction could be gained from a
third experiment in which the component activities in nodes B and C are measured. However,
simple pairwise correlation analysis can not distinguish this model from the alternative model
that A activates B, and directly inhibits C independent of B. Experimentally this could be
resolved by molecular intervention where the function of B is blocked. In addition,
complementary mathematical approaches are emerging which can distinguish between these
competing models by detailed analysis of the signal fluctuations [48]. Evidently, the
quantitative integration of cross-correlation data from many experiments into an unambiguous
pathway graph is technically more involved and goes beyond the scope of this review.
However, the example indicates that sequential accumulation of evidence for the coupling of
component activities contains critical information for the reconstruction of pathways.
By computational multiplexing it was possible, for example, to establish the spatiotemporal
coordination of the Rho GTPases Rac1, Cdc42, and RhoA at the leading edge of migrating
mouse embryonic fibroblasts [47]. Experiments were combined in which RhoGTPases were
imaged individually. Their activities were related to the shape fluctuations of the cell edge,
serving as a common “timer” between all experiments. The data showed that RhoA is activated
concurrently and specifically during edge protrusion, while Rac1 and Cdc42 are activated with
a delay of ~40 s (Figure 2). Importantly, in a control experiment where the level of biosensor
expression or microinjection was varied these timing relations remained unaffected [47]. Both
expression level as well as the combination of different biosensor designs needs to be carefully
calibrated for the extraction of kinetics. By analyzing the correlation between activities at
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various distances from the cell edge, it was also established that Rac1 and Cdc42 activities are
initiated ~1.8 µm from the cell edge. Rac1 and Cdc42 maintain significant levels of activity
during retraction phases following the protrusion, such that low level Rac1 activation
overlapped with the onset of a next protrusion phase. Based on these results it was proposed
that RhoA acts as an initiator of actin polymerization leading to cell edge protrusion while the
roles of Rac1 and Cdc42 may be involved in reinforcing protrusion at a later time point through
the control of adhesion dynamics.
Correlation-based computational multiplexing relies on the assumption that pathway nodes are
connected in linear cascades. This model breaks down in the presence of significant feedback
interactions between nodes. For the simple linear feedforward pathway in Figure 1, addition
of a positive feedback from node C to node A results in additional features in pairwise cross-
correlations indicative of nonlinear oscillatory behavior. Thus, the relationships between
component activities are no longer unambiguous. Novel mathematical approaches for
computational multiplexing are being developed to identify such feedback interactions from
time courses of constitutive fluctuations in many molecular activities.
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Resolving the hierarchy of pathway components by pairwise cross correlations of fluctuations
in time courses.
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Model of spatiotemporal activation of Rac1, Cdc42, and RhoA at the leading edge of migrating
mouse embryonic fibroblasts as determined by computational multiplexing. Adapted from
[47].
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Table 1
Live cell biosensors of adhesive signaling: protein conformational change, posttranslational modification, and second
messengers.
Vinculin [49] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
Insertion of a FRET pair in vinculin
α4 [50] Intermolecular FRET of
FDs
LDV-Fluorescein; octadecyl rhodamine B
αIIbβ3 [38] Intermolecular FRET of
FDs
Dye-Fab fragments of two different antibodies
αLβ2 [51,52] Intermolecular FRET of
FPs
αL-mCFP; αL-mYFP
Myosin II [26,53] Intermolecular FRET of
FDs
Dye-RLC and -HC of Myosin II
N-WASP [54,55] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
YFP- N-WASP-CFP (Stinger) or CFP- N-WASP-YFP
Profilin [56] Probe redistribution Dye-actin with increased affinity to profilin




RhoA [29] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
RBD (rhotekin)-CFP-YFP-RhoA
Arf6 [41] Intermolecular FRET of
FPs
Arf6-CFP; YFP-GGA3 effector domain
Cdc42 [27] Environment-sensing FD Dye-CBD from WASP (MeroCBD)
Cdc42 [58] Intermolecular FRET of
FP and FD
GFP-Cdc42; Alexa-PBD
Cdc42/Rac [59] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
EBFP-PBD [PAK]-EGFP
heterotrimeric G-proteins [60] Intermolecular FRET of
FPs
α-CFP; β-YFP




Rac1 [24] Intermolecular FRET of
FP and FD
GFP-Rac1; Alexa546-PBD from PAK (FLAIR)
Ran [62] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
YFP-RBD (Yrb1)-CFP; YFP-IBB (importin alpha)-
CFP




Akt/PKB [63] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-14-3-3-substrate-YFP
Akt/PKB [64] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-FHA2-Akt substrate-YFP
CaMKII [65] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
YFP-CaMKII-CFP
EGFR [66] Intermolecular FRET
using FLIM
GFP-EGFR; dye-pTyr antibody
Erk [45] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-Erk-YFP
FAK [37] Intermolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-FAK; dSH2 (Src)-YFP
FAK [37] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
Insertion of a FRET pair in FAK
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MK2 [67] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-MK2-YFP
MLCK [68] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
MLCK-GFP-CaMBD-BFP (MLCK-FIP)
phospho-CrkII [69] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-CrkII-YFP
PKA [70] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-KID of CREB-YFP
PKA [71] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-14-3-3tau-PKA substrate-YFP
PKC [25] Intermolecular FRET
using FLIM
FP-PKC; dye-phospho antibody
PKC [30] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-FHA2-PKC substrate-YFP
PKC [39] Environment-sensing FD Caged dye-substrate
PKD [43] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-FHA2-PKD substrate-YFP
PTK [72] Environment-sensing FD caged dye-substrate
pTyr [73] Probe redistribution YFP-dSH2 (Src)
pTyr [31] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-SH2-Tyr substrate-YFP
Src [31,34] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
CFP-SH2-Tyr substrate-YFP
Lipid rafts [74] Intermolecular FRET of
FPs
MyrPalm/GerGer/PalmPalm/Caveolin-mCFP/mYFP
PI(3,4,5)P3 [75] Probe redistribution PH (ARNO or GRP1)-GFP
PI(3,4,5)P3 [18] Probe redistribution PH (BtK)-GFP
PI(3,4,5)P3 [76] Intramolecular FRET of
FPs
YFP-binding domain of IP3R1-CFP
PI(4)P [19] Probe redistribution GFP-PH of OSBP
PI(4,5)P2 [20,21] Probe redistribution GFP-PH of PLCdelta1
PI3P [22] Probe redistribution GFP-RING FYVE domains
PIP3/PIP2 [23] Probe redistribution PH (PKB or GRP1)-GFP
FRET, fluorescence resonance energy transfer





LDV, Leu-Asp-Val (integrin binding peptide)
CFP, cyan fluorescent protein
YFP, yellow fluorescent protein
RLC, (myosin) regulatory light chain
HC, (myosin) heavy chain
N-WASP, Neural Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein
PKN, protein kinase N
RBD, Rho, Ras or Rap1-binding domain
CBD, Cdc42-binding domain
PBD, p21-binding domain
Yrb1, yeast Ran-binding protein 1
IBB, importin-β-binding domain
FHA2, forkhead-associated 2 domain
CaMKII, calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II
SH2, Src homology 2 domain
dSH2, dual Src homology 2 domains
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MyrPalm, myristoylated and palmitoylated
GerGer, geranylgeranylated
PalmPalm, tandemly palmitoylated
MLCK, myosin light chain kinase
MK2, MAPK-activated protein kinase 2
PH, pleckstrin homology domain
ARNO, ARF nucleotide-binding site opener (Arf GEF)
GRP1, general receptor for phosphoinositides-1
BtK, Bruton’s tyrosine kinase
IP3R1, inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptor 1
CaMBD, calmodulin-binding domain
EBFP or BFP, enhanced blue fluorescent protein
OSBP, oxysterol binding protein
RING, zinc finger related domain named after Really Interesting New Gene
FYVE, zinc finger domain named after Fab1, YOTB, Vac1 and EEA1
PKA, Akt/PKB, PKC, PKD, PKN, PTK, EGFR and FAK are not listed.
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